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SOMETIMES A LITTLE RAIN MUST FALL
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As a former COO, author and motivational speaker, Dora L. Raine
knows all about rain, especially the rain of life's circumstances.
Born in the Deep South and raised in California, Dora grew up
around, and learned from a plethora of leaders. Throughout high
school, college, and graduate school she surrounded herself with
scholars and mentors, where she gave her life to Christ while in
college. It was however, through the harsh trials of pursuing a
career that Dora learned what it truly means to dance in the rain.

REINING
IN THE BOARDROOM
As the Chief Operating Officer for Brandon
Enterprises, encompassing 12 of the
fastest growing healthcare and franchise
companies in the Mississippi Delta, Dora
was responsible for the company's daily
operations and growth throughout the
Southern states. As a woman in the
traditionally male-oriented, corporate
world, Dora learned to harness her
passion to motivate not just herself but
others. Frequently referred to as the
Motivator in Stealth Mode for her ability
to bring out the best in people, Dora was
lauded for her practical street-savvy style.

THROWING OUT
THE UMBRELLA
Drawing on her vast experience as a successful
corporate executive, businesswoman and
career coach, Dora candidly shares with her
audience both the steps of success and
devastating pitfalls that business leaders
frequently can make when seeking profitability
alone. Her view is radically different, in that
business leadership is a moment-to-moment
choice and not about job title or possessions.
Encouraging her audience to look deeper
introspectively at their business presence,
goals and strategies, Dora asks, would you do
business with yourself? Dora excels in focusing
on business operations, leadership, success
strategies, and leaving a legacy.
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SELECTED SPEAKING TOPICS
• We Only Live Once: 7
Methods To Make it Count;
Taking the Risk to Be Your
Best - In life and in business,
those that succeed make it a
habit of sticking their necks out;
standing out from the crowd by
being different. Dora teaches
the benefits of smart, strategic
risk taking. She shares ways to
take calculated risks with a
stronger outcome when
implemented.

• The Superhero Syndrome The Bible and the world says
Jesus is a Wonder. Where does
your WONDER lie? Do you
realize you are WONDER-fully
made? WONDER-ing how
everything is going to come
together? What happened to
your superpower and where
does it lie? How about the
WONDER-full gifts that are
within you? Dora's magnetic
ability to illustrate these gifts
that are lying dormant, waiting
for you to activate them, as you
move into changing your
destiny, in turn, equipping and
changing your family, and
shifting them in the direction
to leave a legacy.

• When you're feeling lost, and
the answer is right before you ...
MINDSET -The power of
Thought - Dora talks about how
nothing is as powerful as a
changed mindset. How about an
Entrepreneurial mindset? Do you
have the mindset to be blessed?Do
you have the mind to change? Dora
beautifully illustrates and teaches
how to get unstuck from your past,
when it seems the world is moving
without you. Questioning life's
existence, as one may feel lost in
the mist of great things happening
around you, but feel good one
moment and the next moment it
seems as if all hell has loosed
inside. And no one sees the agony
and depression you go through.

• How to keep moving when everything else around you says STOP - The old cliché about not seeing
the forest for the trees happens every day but how about when your destiny calls you to GREATNESS,
Hatching GREATNESS, The Levels of GREATNESS, The commitment to GREATNESS. In this talk, Dora
helps create benchmarks and strategies to make sure nothing interferes with moving to your next level,
shifting into your purpose and destiny instead of staying buried in minutia.
As one of the Atlanta area's most highly sought-after motivational speaker, Dora L. Raine
effectively ministers in and out of the pulpit. To Book an engagement now contact Dora at:
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Grayson, GA

https://youtu.be/Er0YpI6NvuE
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https://www.facebook.com/RaineGrowthPartners/

@RGPMasterminds

doralraine@gmail.com

